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Abstract 

Bar districts, agglomerations of drinking establishments, are important to urban economies by 

nurturing urban subcultures. Their vernacular nature presents important contrasts to planned 

urban entertainment districts (UEDs). Unlike UEDs, bar districts are not necessarily amenities 

for middle- and upper-class consumption and identity, but the subcultures they nurture can 

include potential gentrifiers. I present a case study of Polk Street in San Francisco, showing how 

it supported a uniquely diverse and countercultural LGBT street scene in 1999. By 2013 it had 

been displaced by a heterosexual nightclub scene that was first hailed for revitalization, and then 

regulated as a rowdy urban nuisance. These transformations show how bar districts provide two 

interrelated spatial resources in the gentrification process: 1) infrastructures of adult leisure and 

consumption and 2) sites of subcultural networking and creativity. This case study suggests the 

importance of distinguishing between creativity desired by potential gentrifiers from that which 

is not. If gentrifiers, as a subculture, benefit from creative nightlife networking opportunities, 

countercultural creativity is especially fragile because few outsiders recognize it as such.  

Bohemian creativity that can be commercialized, the target of creative cities promoters, is only 

one form of creative practice, and queer practices without commercial appeal are especially 

fragile. 

.  
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CULTURAL HERITAGE, SUBCULTURAL FRAGILITY 

Bar districts are unacknowledged infrastructures of urban development. These 

agglomerations of pubs or taverns within easy walking distance are more than the sum of their 

parts because of the traffic among them. Bar crawls recognize the streetscapes that link “public 

houses” when inside and outsider are blurred. Patrons smoking or loitering outside serve as 

indications of the number and style of the patrons inside, whether countercultural denizens, 

slumming tourists, or young adults out on the town. Bar districts thus anchor scenes projected 

onto the streets of the city, adding anticipation to the passage of people who try to gauge, engage 

or evade each other. 

These same pleasures explain the ways in which bar districts underpin two interrelated 

urban processes: subcultural formation and gentrification. Policy research on urban 

redevelopment has focused on urban amenities as consumption experiences (Clark, 2003; 

Florida, 2003). These range from sports arenas (Mason, 2012) and other mega-projects 

(Bornstein, 2010), to social and cultural amenities like festivals and arts districts (Chapple, 

Jackson, & Martin, 2010). Another popular form is the urban entertainment district (UED), in 

which alcohol licensing is a strategic part of zoning cosmopolitan, 24-hour neighborhoods 

(Roberts & Turner, 2005; Roberts, Turner, Greenfield, & Osborn, 2006).  

Recent discussions around urban amenities have turned to the sustainability of urban 

creativity, especially in this journal. Researchers note the frequency with which vernacular 

and/or intangible heritage is displaced and destroyed by the development it attracts (Chapple et 

al., 2010; Préteceille, 2010; Zukin & Braslow, 2011). Critics call for creativity to be seen for its 

intrinsic value (Pratt, 2010), even defining it as a human right irreducible to its economic value 

(Jakob, 2010). Existing case studies, however, only study the creativity of subcultures already 
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deemed valuable by wealthier urbanites such as artists. Not all sites of urban creativity are easily 

industrialized: bars have in common with graffiti, skateboards, squatters the fact that they are 

often sanitized from areas upon the gentry’s arrival. 

Bar districts differ in substantive ways from UEDs. Where UEDs represent public-private 

partnerships of urban redevelopment, bar districts (in the United States, at least) are vernacular 

remnants of pre-Prohibition “bright lights” areas or the result of nuisance businesses 

concentrating in decayed urban cores. The difficulty of moving alcohol licenses, which varies 

state to state (and sometimes city to city) means that they are a particular resource of adult 

consumption. The (usually spurious) association between alcohol and crime means that upscale 

neighborhoods are often loath to permit bars. Thus bar districts, unlike the art gallery districts, 

UEDs, or megaproject arenas often highlighted by creative cities promoters, are not necessarily 

institutions of middle-class consumption and identity development. Bar districts often nurture 

liminal spaces of transgression and counterculture, which is the secret to their successes and 

frailties. 

The qualities of bar districts that nurture countercultures and attract students and artists 

also draws “non creative cultural consumers” whose patronage ends up displacing the scenes that 

drew them in the first place (Zukin & Braslow, 2011). Given recent discussions of how best to 

protect the intangible cultural heritage of cities to make urban creativity sustainable (Cominelli 

& Greffe, 2012; del Barrio, Devesa, & Herrero, 2012), bar districts too “are important bases for 

the ongoing social interactions by which a cultural heritage is produced” (Zukin, 2012, p. 282). 

Understanding bar districts sheds light on the tension between unplanned, vernacular urban 

institutions and the planned amenities designed to emulate them. Seeing bar districts as a 
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subcultural amenity highlights their fragility, the difficulty of creating or protecting them, with 

implications for what counts as creativity in urban planning.  

To illustrate, I present a case study of the Polk Street bar district in San Francisco 

between 1999 and 2013. During this period, the bar infrastructure’s countercultural queer scene 

was replaced by gentrifiers who first were heralded for revitalizing the neighborhood and later 

regulated for attracting rowdy heterosexual partygoers. This turnover had effects beyond the 

interiors of the bars themselves, transforming the night streetscape from a heterodox homosexual 

one to heterosexual youth cited by city legislation for causing “numerous peace, health, safety 

and general welfare problems in the area, including loitering, littering, public drunkenness, 

defacement and damaging of structures, and pedestrian obstructions” (Sabatini, 2012). 

 

BAR DISTRICTS AS SUBCULTURAL INCUBATORS 

Bars and liquor are beachheads of gentrification, featuring in almost every ethnography 

of gentrification as sites of desire and conflict where newcomers encounter oldtimers. Bars that 

have nurtured subcultural creativity for decades are prized by newcomers; others are bought up 

and changed (Mele, 2000). Newcomers try to have liquor licenses revoked for rowdy oldtimer 

establishments, while oldtimers object to new licenses being issued for upscale establishments in 

neighborhoods already saturated with bars (Anderson, 1992). Neglected statutes against public 

drinking suddenly become enforced when legal businesses demand crackdowns (Freeman, 2006, 

p. 106). Clampdowns on unlicensed alcohol sales are understood as an attack on immigrant 

lifeways (Perez, 2004). Newcomers find in bar districts sites for networking and working that 

facilitates their artistic and commercial aspirations (Lloyd, 2005). And such bar districts have for 

centuries been understood as doubled-edged swords of cash and displacement in tourist sites like 
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New Orleans (Gotham, 2005), and more recently as branded sites of cultivated authenticity as are 

Chicago blues clubs (Grazian, 2003). 

Bar districts provide two interrelated resources in the gentrification process: they are 

infrastructures of adult leisure and consumption, and they are sites of subcultural urbanism. 

Since the 19th century, ethnographers have found in bars a special “site of unassimilated 

immigrants, a recalcitrant working class, new political movements, sexual deviants, wayward 

youth subcultures, and the demoralizing impact of commercialized leisure” (Mattson, 2007, p. 

76). Only later would the subculture-forming powers of the city be theorized as providing the 

“critical mass” for unconventional lifestyles to form, gain intensity, and diffuse (Fischer, 1975).  

Such liminal spaces are valuable for bourgeois subcultures, but they may be crucial for 

minorities, radicals, or countercultures where they can network away from work and family. For 

members scattered around the metropolis, bars offer “lifestyle commuters” (Brekhus, 2003) a 

place to express an important part of their identity and to “mitigate the effects of social and 

spatial isolation” (Hunter, 2010, p. 165). As this essay suggests, the distinction between 

subcultures and countercultures is not a clean one but, when adjudicated by the market, 

privileges those creative practices prized by the urban bourgeoisie as “bohemian” and punishes 

those deemed dangerous, offensive, tacky or banal.  

Gentrifiers reap the same networking and identity-creating benefits from bar districts as 

subcultural denizens. Ethnographies depict them capitalizing upon the bar district as a critical 

mass of jobs and networking opportunities. Bar districts attract “potential gentrifiers” and “the 

aspirational creative class” by replicating the university milieu many have recently left 

(Beauregard, 1986; Woldoff, DeCola, & Litchfield, 2011). Richard Lloyd turned to bars to 

understand “why middle class kids take working class jobs” in gentrifying neighborhoods finding 
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that service jobs support creative pursuits (Lloyd, 2005, p. 181). As one explains, “I’m not 

bartending because I can’t get another job or because I’m an alcoholic… I make it work for me. I 

can spend time writing” (ibid). Richard Ocejo adds that these working class jobs become 

professional crafts through the deployment of cultural capital, as when onetime bartenders 

become mixologists (Ocejo, 2010). The symbolic value of these consumption opportunities to 

the privileged bearers of spatial capital allows the creative class to literally “take place” (Centner, 

2008). Tourists and suburbanites follow, garnering “nocturnal capital” from “authentic” nightlife 

experiences, albeit ones made safe for them (Grazian, 2003, p. 21). As I show, on Polk Street the 

countercultural creativity of its LGBT patrons could not be enchanted in this way, and was 

displaced. Creative cities promoters must take caution not to base their prescriptions for urban 

development solely upon those forms of creativity that are easily commercialized and investigate 

bohemia’s “also-rans,” as I do here. 

 

METHODS 

 Baseline data for this project come from a team ethnography of bargoing from 1999 to 

2002. I was hired as a white gay man to be a “native informant” alongside women, African 

Americans, and other bargoers to investigate every bar in the San Francisco Bay Area flagged as 

sexual marketplaces (Cavan, 1966) by focus groups, key informants, local media, and online 

nightlife discussions (N=147). The importance of bar crawls generally, and Polk Gulch 

specifically, were highlighted by focus groups with nightlife professionals and gay bargoers. I 

conducted independent subsequent follow-up visits of bars and their sidewalk street scenes over 

the next decade, combined with analysis of media reports, online nightlife forums, and data from 

the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control License Query System.   
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 Though bar crawls have received little scholarly attention,1 my co-researchers and I trod a 

path well-worn by other survey teams. On one memorable evening my colleague and I 

encountered 6 other researchers among the 40 patrons in a gay bar. These included two pairs of 

sexual health educators and two women doing liquor marketing, all conducting interventions 

under the guise of administering questionnaires. Their use of subcultural venues and streetscapes 

further underlines the importance of vernacular practices of bargoing for the appeal of urban 

nightlife.  

 

CASE STUDY: FROM POLK GULCH TO POLK STREET 

San Francisco has experienced intense gentrification and redevelopment since the late 

1990s, part of the region’s white-hot information economy (e.g. Centner, 2008). Polk Gulch, the 

city’s oldest gay neighborhood and second-largest gay bar district, hosted 12 bars for LGBT 

patrons in 1999. The bars were extremely heterogeneous, catering to patrons and admirers of gay 

men, transgendered women, working-class men and women, Asian men, male sex workers 

(hustlers), and older men. By 2010, however, all but three of LGBT bars had closed and the 

district, now known simply as Polk Street, transitioned to San Francisco’s premier nightlife 

destination for young heterosexuals. By the time the city stepped in to regulate the rowdy 

heterosexual streetscene in 2013, the Polk’s LGBT subcultures were almost completely displaced 

and its heterodox homosexual streetscene long gone.  

The commercial corridor had long been a crossroads between extremes of wealth and 

indigent transience. The California Street cable car line bisects Polk, connecting it to the 

waterfront and the central business district. Lower Polk is part of the gritty Tenderloin, described 

                                                
1 The first in-depth study is (Dodd, Khey, & Miller, 2012). 
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by a journalist as “one of the roughest parts of San Francisco, a seedy, crime-ridden mix of drug 

dealers, homeless drunks and hookers of both sexes” (Wildermuth, 2013). Upper Polk runs 

through the tony neighborhoods of Nob Hill and Russian Hill, home to San Francisco’s vintage 

luxury hotels, mansions and upper-class housing.  

Intermixed with the 12 gay bars were at least 8 mainly-heterosexual ones, including one 

of the city’s main rock music venues. Polk also hosted social service agencies; late-night diners; 

and mom-and-pop stores selling donuts, pornography, and stationery. The nighttime sidewalks 

were never empty, populated by bedraggled figures pushing shopping carts or huddled in dark 

doorways; men walking together; strolling couples and groups of friends; transgendered women 

and male hustlers selling sex; and bouncers and smoking patrons outside nightclubs. 

The concentration of queer bars created a streetscape for men that provoked diverse 

homosexual desires. Any man walking down Polk Street was confronted with the possibility of 

being attractive to or attracted by many queer residents. As one of the scene’s champions 

described it, “Polk Street is one of the last remaining places where there has been cross-class, 

cross-gender and cross-sexuality, an interaction between street cultures” (Fulbright, 2005). These 

possibilities included subcultural creativity unique not to gay bars generally, but to Polk Gulch 

specifically.  

 

Polk Gulch Circa 1999: A Heterogeneous LGBT Bar District  

The bars of Polk Gulch demonstrated an array of LGBT subcultures little found 

elsewhere in San Francisco, and never in such concentrated proximity. These scenes exhibited 

considerable creativity in their lingos and stylistic expressions. Reflections (est. 1987) was a bar 

where older men met younger men, many selling sex. When I first slid onto one of the barstools 
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as a scruffy graduate student, the bartender placed a napkin in front of men and informed that 

“the gentleman at the end there would like to buy you a drink.” From the end of the bar I met the 

gaze of a paunchy bald man in a Members-Only jacket. “Oh no, that’s okay” I replied, sliding the 

napkin back and hoping not to give offence. “Well in that case,” said the bartender as he slid the 

napkin back to me, “the gentleman at the other end of the bar would like to buy your drink.” As I 

retreated, red-faced, a third man told me that he’d buy me anything I liked.  

The White Swallow’s (est. 1987) eponymous double entendre belied a camp sensibility 

of days gone past, in studied contrast to contemporary gay aesthetics of hypermasculinity or 

restrained cosmopolitanism. Older men sat at round tables, as in a saloon, rather than “standing 

and modeling” or on stools. To my right sat an elderly dandy in a velvet jacket and cravat, 

resting one white-gloved hand on the fidgety knee of a man in his twenties who I took for a 

hustler. The other 10-12 patrons, mainly 50-70 years old, wore colorful sweaters and slacks. We 

were entertained by a pianist singing show tunes, a florid pudgy man in his late 40s with frosted 

hair who embellished classic songs with bawdy lyrics. Some of the other patrons knew the same 

dirty versions, joining in with off-key bellowing and raucous laughter.  

Young men were a frequent sight on Polk Street with their homemade tattoos, dirty 

rucksacks, and patched jackets, many of them open to negotiations for sex. They sat in doorways 

near bars panhandling or asking for cigarettes, many barred from the bars by virtue of their age. I 

grew used to the appraising eye contact I received from older men while in Polk Gulch in the 

early days of this research.  

Diva’s (est. 1998), still frequently known by its old name of Motherlode (est. 1988), 

advertises itself as the premier transgender club in America. On one occasion when I entered, 

two Asian drag queens were performing a duet of Eartha Kitt’s “Santa Baby” in full-length 
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sequined ball gowns beside a shimmering Christmas tree. The audience was a smattering of 

middle-aged gay men, older men of indeterminate sexual orientation, and two white 

transgendered women each sitting alone. Upstairs, couples swayed in the strobe-lit darkness, 

white men in their 50s-60s wearing suits or casual business attire dancing with much younger 

brown-skinned women in low-cut dresses and high heels. Another floor featured a dance pole 

and erotic dance shows. While I waited to order a soda at the bar, the young woman beside me 

caught my eye before gesturing to her swooping neckline. “They’re real,” she said coyly as I 

looked away. “Here, feel them,” she insisted, taking my hand, “but it all works downstairs, 

believe me,” she said, echoing newspaper sex ads by transgendered women with breasts and 

penises.  

Women of color in striking dresses smoked on the sidewalk outside, while others lingered 

around the corner on a well-known prostitution stroll. As I passed one with breasts practically 

exposed, she purred “Hey baby, wanna party?” Whether inside Motherlode, on the streets, or in 

other nearby bars such as Jezebel’s Joint, male passersby in Polk Gulch were prompted to 

consider whether they were sexually interested in transgendered women.  

 N’Touch (est. 1992) was a discreet dance bar tucked between storefronts, the only gay 

bar for Asian men in North America. The crowd was about one-third white men in their 30s-60s, 

but the younger Asian majority in their 20s-40s was hardly homogeneous. Patrons ranged from 

stiff, moody young men in the baseball caps and athletic clothes of any fraternity brother to 

flamboyant men in trendy nightclub fashions with bleached hair. Asian-Americans sometimes 

derided Asian immigrants as “FOB” (fresh off the boat), while the Caucasian patrons were as 

often objects of desire as they were dismissed as “rice queens” by disinterested Asians.  
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The presence of N’Touch in the Polk district created a field of desire between and among 

white and Asian men. An Asian man’s interest in other men was not apparent until he neared 

N’Touch, nor a white man’s desires for Asian men. Responding “no” to an Asian man up the 

block if I was going to N’Touch, he told me “Oh that’s too bad—you should!” before leaving 

with a wink.  

Not all of the Polk Gulch bars offered such contrasts. The Giraffe (est. 1979) was an 

expansive space with a huge brass and wood bar offering 360-degree service, yet was rarely 

occupied by more than 10 patrons. These were quiet men in their 40s-60s reading the paper, 

rolling dice, or conversing with charming bartenders a decade or two their juniors. The Cinch 

Saloon (est. 1998) was a low-key neighborhood gay bar with a patio, pool tables, faded Mexican 

paper-art hanging from the ceiling, and a shrine to classic film star Maria Montez. Katie’s (est. 

1994) was a small, dark, narrow bar that smelt of ancient cigarettes and always seemed to have 

the same handful of timeworn folks of unknown gender or sexuality hunched over drinks. 

For Polk Gulch locals in 1999, a bar might provide an oasis of sociability, but for 

occasional visitors and newcomers the lively street scene provoked diverse sexual possibilities as 

male passersby were cast in many potential roles—sugar daddy, John/punter, campy queen, 

hustler, or lover of much older men, transgendered women, or Asian men. 

 

The decline of Polk Gulch and the rise of Polk Street: 2001-2007 

Although it was 2007 before the local press took note and declared Polk’s gay scene dead 

(Plaster, 2007), 2001 was a pivotal year. That was when White Swallow became the Bigfoot 

Lodge, the San Francisco branch of a Los Angeles entertainment company. Its interior replicated 

a wooden cabin, with walls lined with taxidermy and antlers. Famed for its giant wooden bigfoot 
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statue and for setting its bar on fire at midnight, the bartenders specialized in craft cocktails, 

whiskeys, and liquor shots. The older men and their younger companions who patronized the 

White Swallow were gone, replaced by an under-40 heterosexual crowd.  

Also in 2001 The Giraffe became the Hemlock Tavern. The front bar specialized in 

whiskeys, craft beers and was recognized by local weekly bars as one of the best “pickup bars” 

to meet the opposite sex. The back room quickly became a staple of San Francisco’s indie music 

scene, hosting a who’s-who of local and national rock bands. Its free jukebox garnered plaudits 

for its diversity, and the smoking lounge provided one of the city’s few indoor spaces where 

smokers could also drink. In 2012 the bar was named “Culture Champion Small Business” by a 

local weekly paper, recognizing the music venue’s role in “revitalizing” the neighborhood.  

Alongside these changes in bar businesses, local business professionals formed lower 

Polk Neighbors in 2001, successfully advocating for increased policing and city investment. One 

of its members, David Chiu, went on to election to the city council presidency. Half of the gay 

bars were shuttered by 2004, replaced with rock music clubs and dance bars for young 

heterosexuals. Only the Western-themed gay bar Cinch survived alongside Motherlode/Diva’s. 

Hole in the wall noodle kitchens became Zagat-rated restaurants. The independent porn shops 

closed, replaced by the sleekly corporate Good Vibrations with its feminist programs of sexual 

empowerment (see Loe, 1999). 

Only a protest group called Gay Shame defended the street’s subcultures, wheat-pasting 

flyers around the neighborhood to protest Polk Street’s gentrification “from hustlers, trannies and 

queers… to hipsters, yuppies and trend seekers” (see FIGURE 1): 

[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE] 
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The map identifies “trendy straight clubs” and new condos while memorializing the bars and 

adult bookstores that disappeared. In an interview with the San Francisco Chronicle, a member 

decried gentrification pushing out “hookers, hustlers, drug addicts, homeless people, trannies, 

needle exchange services, working-class queers and other social deviants… To see that steadily 

replaced by high-end destinations for partying suburbanites is really heartbreaking and 

very intolerant” (Wildermuth, 2013). Gay Shame’s mission statement decries mainstream gay 

politics and champions countercultural “queer struggle,” declaring, “We seek nothing less than a 

new queer activism that foregrounds race, class, gender and sexuality, to counter the self-serving 

‘values’ of gay consumerism.” Despite—or perhaps because—of their radical rhetoric, Gay 

Shame’s alarms about the displacement of Polk’s gay infrastructure went unheeded. The 

subcultures themselves, in decline long before 1999, did not resettle elsewhere in any 

concentration.  

Though some of the new heterosexual clubs bars gestured toward local cultural heritage, 

none paid homage to LGBT subcultures. In 2003 hustler-bar Reflections became Vertigo Bar, 

gesturing toward the Hitchcock movie filmed nearby. One of the most popular dance bars, it 

played top-40 rap and dance music under a ceiling covered with disco balls. Bartenders served 

Jell-O shots, pineapple-infused vodka and tea cocktails to 20-somethings in designer jeans and 

college sweatshirts.  

Gay Asian N’Touch became Kozy Kar Bar, which recalled the glory days of San 

Francisco striptease clubs and pornography production. Its walls were plastered with vintage 

1970s pinups and shag carpet, a VIP section inside an actual van, and an alcove with a waterbed. 

The bar had a small dancefloor playing 1970s and 80s rock music, cocktails came with bendy 

straws, and the canned beers were vintage brands associated with working-class drinkers.  
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 Some of Polk’s old establishments repurposed themselves. Mayes Oyster House (est. 

1867) became O’Reilly’s Holy Grail in 2001, though it retained the distinctive neon sign of its 

predecessor. The small restaurant transformed into a nightclub after supper, becoming one of the 

most crowded dance floors on Polk Street. Kimo’s (est. 1977) was a gay tiki bar by 1999 had 

replaced its upstairs drag shows with rock shows that drew heterosexual 20-somethings who 

rubbed shoulders downstairs with a mixed crowd of gays and lesbians in their 40-60s. In 2011 it 

became Playland, a packed dance bar and live music venue patronized exclusively by men and 

women in their 20s, it’s name referencing a local amusement park that closed long before its 

patrons were born.  

 

Polk Street 2013: containing “Las Vegas” through an Alcohol Restricted-Use District 

 By the early 2010s a series of police incidents and neighborhood complaints prompted 

Board of Supervisors President David Chiu to hold public hearings. The same cable car 

connections that had maintained the neighborhood’s class diversity now fused it with San 

Francisco’s $4.2 billion nightlife industry .2 Chiu, who moved to San Francisco in 1996, got his 

start in community organizing with Lower Polk Neighbors and helped found its sister 

organization Middle Polk Neighbors. As he explained, “While I appreciate the vibrancy of 

nightlife on Polk Street, this proliferation of alcohol establishments has had adverse impacts on 

the quality of life in the neighborhood in terms of noise, public drunkenness, public safety, and 

pedestrian and traffic congestion.” A reporter noted the irony that “it wasn’t that long ago that 

                                                
2 San Francisco Chronicle. (2012). Editorial: That’s the price of entertainment. March 19. 
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those same bars, clubs and restaurants were called the neighborhood’s salvation.”3 Police 

Captain Greg McEachern acknowledged this, noting, “A lot of the establishments that have come 

in have had a positive impact on the area, getting rid of some of the blight that was common in 

the Polk Street corridor.”4 A new group calling itself Nob Hill neighbors advertised one hearing 

with flyers asking “Is Nob Hill a new Las Vegas?,” further distancing Polk Street from its 

countercultural origins by claiming it as part of that exclusive neighborhood.  

On April 16th, 2013, City Supervisors unanimously banned new bars from opening on 

lower Polk Street.5 The measure created the Polk Street Alcohol Restricted Use District, giving 

the Land Use and Economic Development Committee increased powers over new alcohol 

licenses and imposing stricter policing and enforcement measures on existing clubs. No longer a 

mere bar district, Polk Street is now a hybrid urban nuisance-urban entertainment district (UED). 

Through Diva’s and the Cinch remain, Polk’s heterodox queer streetscene is long gone. 

 

DISCUSSION: COUNTERCULTURAL VS. COMMERCIAL CREATIVITY  

The bar district once known as Polk Gulch provided the infrastructure both for LGBT 

subcultures and the subsequent Polk Street Alcohol Restricted Use District. While this regulation 

may reign in Polk’s excesses, planned UEDs lack the vibrancy and “authenticity” of their 

vernacular predecessors (Roberts, Turner, Greenfield, & Osborn, 2006; Roberts & Turner, 2005). 

                                                
3 Wildermuth, John. (2013). Polk Street neighbors seek to limit bars. San Francisco Chronicle. 
February 25. 
4 Riley, Neal J. 2013. Polk St. bar limit proposal delayed. http://sfgate.com April 1, accessed 
March 7, 2014.  
5 Sabatini, Joshua (2013). Ban approved for new bars along Polk Street. San Francisco 
Examiner. April 13. 
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Such authenticity will spring up—or be discovered—elsewhere, given the wealth of San 

Franciscans and its desirability to tourists.  

 The focus on creative cities often excludes by definition what does not appeal broadly or 

to potential gentrifiers by focusing solely on creativity that has been commercialized. This study, 

by focusing on countercultural creativity, shows that it is often grit that cannot be glamorized 

because to bourgeois urbanites it is unintelligible, tacky, dangerous, ugly—or merely banal. Polk 

Gulch’s countercultures had little to offer outsiders, but not for a lack of creativity. Unable to 

perform the key task of cultural transmission (Colbert & Courchesne, 2012), Polk Gulch’s 

countercultures proved uninteresting to gentrifiers, the urban elite, or even the broader LGBT 

community. This neglect was demonstrated by a series of symposia on the crisis in gay 

neighborhoods organized by the GLBT Historical Society of Northern California (2006): Polk 

was mentioned four times to the Castro’s 302 times. Polk gay bars lacked not only the financial 

capital to revamp their bars to appeal to newcomers, but also the social capital to attract more 

diverse patronage and the cultural capital to adjust to shifting urban tastes (see also Blasius & 

Friedrichs, 2008; Bourdieu, 1984). When new bars invoked local countercultural and sexual 

heritage, none referenced the LGBT cultures they replaced.  

The disappearance of Polk Gulch cannot be explained by mere homophobia. Courting 

gay residents is a staple of creative city practices, from sponsoring gay and lesbian cultural 

festivals to building “gay villages” from whole cloth (Bell & Binnie, 2004; Collins, 2004). The 

shift within the gay community—decried only by Gay Shame—towards mainstream, white male, 

middle-class values further marginalized Polk Gulch (e.g. Brown, 2009). San Francisco’s Castro 

neighborhood, the youngest of its three gay enclaves, receives extensive attention and investment 

from the city to support its status as an international site of “identity pilgrimage” (Howe, 2001). 
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The city’s third gay enclave, Soma, has physically declined but culturally still transmits its 

values through city-sponsored street festivals. These have included the Hairrison Street fair for 

“bears,” the Up Your Alley Fair celebrating nearby Dore Alley’s heritage as a gay cruising site, 

and the Folsom Street Fair, California’s second-largest one-day tourist event and the world’s 

largest festival for the BDSM and leather communities. While these authorized queer places face 

struggles over their ability to remain sites for gays and lesbians (e.g. Bell & Binnie, 2004; Doan 

& Higgins, 2011), Polk Gulch’s disappearance highlights the marginality of other queer spaces, 

including for lesbians (Saracino-Brown, 2011) and transgendered people (Doan, 2011).  

What these share is their economic and social marginality, making the gay-friendliness of 

creative city discourse all the more shameful. Researchers must attend to bar districts and other 

networks of countercultural places to explain how they are made valuable to cosmopolitan 

urbanites, rather than assuming their worth. Ignored by developers, invisible to elites, and 

dismissed by mainstream residents, countercultural creativity is especially fragile when it has no 

value on the market other than the places that fostered it.  
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